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With habitats ranging from sea level to over 3,800 meters, the small Neotropical country of Costa

Rica encompasses more than fifteen distinct life zones and contains a large percentage of all the

butterfly species known from Central America. In this field guide, a sequel to the volume on

Papilionidae, Pieridae, and Nymphalidae, Philip DeVries provides the first detailed treatment of over

250 species of Costa Rican butterflies in the family Riodinidae. Drawing from his extensive

fieldwork, museum research, and surveys of scientific literature, DeVries presents the means to

identify riodinid butterflies to the species level and gives an overview of their natural history. This

guide illustrates nearly all of the Costa Rican species in color and provides a large sample of

detailed line drawings and scanning electron micrographs of riodinid early stages for the first time

ever. The book's coverage makes it useful for identifying riodinids throughout Mexico, Central

America, and substantial portions of South America. The introductory chapter brings together a

large body of material that applies directly to understanding riodinid butterflies in general. The

taxonomy, distribution, and natural history of each taxon is discussed in detail. The author also

provides sections on ecology, evolution, behavior, symbioses with ants, caterpillar acoustical calls,

systematics, collecting and preserving, hostplant relationships, and the comparative diversity of

riodinid butterfly faunas. A section on butterfly biologists of the last century provides a historical

perspective to the basis of our understanding of Neotropical butterflies.
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This hefty book is not a book you would like to drag along in you daypack (I tried, so I know). Yet,

you will need it around (so, in your lodge or tent) when you're walking the rainforests and trying to

make out what you've seen. It gives a clear description, added to clear drawings, of all the

butterflies in the described families. That leads me to the only drawback: it's "just" a number of

famlies described here, so the title is somewhat misleading. I'm eagerly awaiting the follow-up with

the rest of the Lepidoptera, hoping that they will be covered in a similar way.

For all of you who are looking for a good quality source book for your art projects this is the book

that will provide you, not only, with detailed drawings but also with beautiful color images of Costa

Rican butterflies. I only wish there were more color photographs of the insect, but since I researched

line drawings to incorporate them into design this book even exceeded my needs. It also helped my

seven year old daughter to understand and appreciate the complexity of this species not only its

beauty. The text is easy to understand and can make a good vacation reading

This book along with the photo essay book "Costa Rica : The Last Country the Gods Made" should

be owned by anyone who loves Costa Rica, even if they think they despise nature studies as dry

and limited. Buy it just for the color plates. This book's spirit is undeniable.
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